LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
which we call the Soul. What then is death ? It is the
disintegration or decomposition of the material drapery.
When the tissues in the body arc worn-out and cannot
carry on their normal activity, the human soul no longer
inhabits it. The soul can exercise its conscious and
intending will upon the body, that is, it makes use of the
body, just as the living inmates of the house* make* use
of the rooms and their doors and windows in the maniHT
they like. We have observed that the soul is an entity
that has no relation to material molecules, and, th<Tct"on%
it does not perish with the body. Matter also docs not
perish, only its visible and tangible aspect changes. 1<
is easy then to deduce that the soul survives physical death
and remains exactly what it is at present, and life beyond
the grave is no fiction."
In this passage Vijaykrishna has made a hnnous
scientific observation that even dead matter is not lost.
Modern science has proved that the destruction of a piece
of matter does not mean the slightest diminution oi its
quantity or essential qualities* Late in life, Vijaykrishna
once said to a disciple of his, "There is a class of people
in our country, who worship the* Sun. Tluw is a fnic lo^ir
in this form of worship. The Sun is not matter hut cwrgy.
The world is made up of energy, and then* is nothing I nit
energy, the chit element." The* scientists (onnerly
asserted that, in the brains, the central controlling force
of the bodily system, there are myriads of nerves, and the
molecular vibrations, sometimes in throbs or leaps, an*
indications that the mind is seized with fear or the lar^e
sentiment of love. But the modem psychologists havr
proved that consciousness is posited in an immaterial sell.
If it is proved that the personality survives and is
immutable, the agnostic aspect of science at once disappears,
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